SUTRO TEAMS UP WITH GRAMMY AWARD WINNING PRODUCER JOE CHICCARELLI
AND RELEASES FIRST LP, BROKEN DISTANCE
For fans of:
Phantogram, Metric, The XX, Goldfrapp
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Sutro – the indie, alt-electronic quartet from Portland, OR, release their highly anticipated, full-length
album, Broken Distance.
Band members Tyler Stone (vocals, programming), Patrick Hinds (guitar), Jesse Gay (keyboards,
programming) and Keenan Wayne (bass) deliver a new set of songs that are more formed, more
melodically incisive, and more diverse than anything they have previously released. Some of that
credit goes, of course, to producer Joe Chiccarelli (Beck, Spoon, Morrissey, The White Stripes), who
helped the group hone its craft, adhere to fundamentals, and eke the maximum emotion and fullest
potential out of the music for this 10 song LP. Says Chiccarelli of the endeavor, “They are the perfect
balance of beats and atmospheric electronic elements and accessible pop song writing.”
The new recordings add live drums to Sutro’s sound and emphasize richer-than-ever songwriting, yet
technology remains at the core of what Sutro does. Their music is a willful fusion of electronic and
live aesthetics. Stone's sensual voice and the group's elegantly synthesized arrangements embody
both the tension and connection between flesh and machine. Sutro uses electronics to appear all the
more self-reflective, all the more fragile, all the more human.

iTunes Buy Link: https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/broken-distance/id948778027
Private Album Download or CD available upon request for press / reviews
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Afterglow
Anxious
Goldrush
Feels Like Yesterday
Sweeten the Deal
Heaven
Bookends
The Chase
Surrender
Killing Time

Born out of the San Francisco nightlife, Sutro drew inspiration from the members’ shared love for
the urban, downtempo electronic music scene. Sutro embarked on a new chapter when 2/3s of
the band moved to Portland Oregon. Here they added their fourth member, keyboard
player/programmer Jesse Gay and solidified their new, bolder sound with more fully realized
songs, richer melodies and more expansive production that define their latest release, Broken
Distance.
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For interview or media inquiries, please contact:
Tyler Stone
tyler@sutro-music.com
(415) 860-1500

